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Arief Prasetyo appointed PM World Correspondent for Indonesia
Active Petroleum Engineer, Project Manager and PM professional joins
International Correspondents Team for PM Word Journal & Library
10 December 2021 – Dallas, TX, USA and Jakarta, Indonesia – PM World has announced
the appointment of Mr. Arief Prasetyo as an International Correspondent for the PM World
Journal (PMWJ) in Indonesia. Although currently working on projects in Saudi Arabia, Arief is
actively involved with the PMI Indonesia Chapter in Jakarta.
Arief Prasetyo has worked his 18-year career in 8 different countries in
the oil and gas industry. Shortly after graduating from Diponegoro
University, he started his early days as an oilfield engineer working in
such places as the deserts of Mexico and the cold Caspian Sea. He
has taken on various management roles from service delivery, training,
and operations management. He currently works as an Integration
Project Manager for Schlumberger in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
leading a multi-cultural and multi-disciplinary team to deliver oil wells to
the customer.
Originally from Semarang, Indonesia, Arief holds a Master’s Degree in Business
Administration from Binus University. He specializes in external projects, or "business
projects" where the goal is not only to deliver the final product, but also to ensure project
profitability. He has a keen interest in project risk management and project team resilience.
Arief is an avid volunteer. He currently serves on the Board of Directors for the PMI
Indonesia Chapter as VP Communications. He volunteers for the Society of Petroleum
Engineers as well as the Indonesian Association of Petroleum Engineers (IATMI). To follow
Mr. Prasetyo’s activities as a PMWJ correspondent, visit his profile page at
https://pmworldlibrary.net/arief-prasetyo/
According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “Arief Prasetyo is one of the few engineers who have
served as correspondents for us, and the first from the oil & gas industry. As that is one of
the most important industries in Indonesia, perhaps he can help us understand how project
management fits into that challenging industry as the world move away from fossil fuels.
How is the PM profession in Indonesia and southeast Asia growing and changing at the
same time?”
Mr. Prasetyo stated, “I learned of this opportunity from Yasmina Khelifi, who started as a
PMWJ correspondent in France a few months ago. She described her interesting experience
so far and I thought it fit with some of my volunteer and professional plans. I will be happy to
report about project management in Indonesia, and maybe some interesting projects that I
know about.”
Pells added, “Arief has worked on some very interesting and challenging projects in some
remarkable places, including Azerbaijan, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Myanmar,
Saudi Arabia and Turkmenistan. With his international experience and global perspective, he
is a very welcome addition to our correspondents’ team.”
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PM World correspondents are located in various countries, reporting news about local and
regional projects and project management organizations, events and developments. To see
current correspondents and to follow their work, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/internationalcorrespondents/
The PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4480) is a web-based monthly publication featuring
dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around
the world. The PMWJ is produced and published by PM World which also maintains the PM
World Library, a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project
management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more, visit
www.pmworldlibrary.net.
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